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We have recieved the 
Prestigious "Times SME

ICONS" by Times Interect ,
Make In  India ,Emerging
Brand Awards by Dainik

Jagran and Idustry
Leadership Award  by

Dainik Jagran for providing
exemplary services in the

precision components
category and more rewards
and recognition are coming

along.

"Our Moto is to
provide our customer

with high quality 
 Precision

components , Fixtures
,Spindles and Gauges

at reasonable cost"

Over  the past 30 years ,Sawhney Engineering
Company has been setting new quality standards and

We are a leader in the precision tooling industry .
We manufacture all types of Precision exacting

dimensional  tools , Fixtures , Gauges , Spindles ,
Shafts . Precision machined components and

assemblies for various industries.

 

"To achieve higher goals of excellence by establishing
objectives and targets to meet statutory and

Regulatory requirements "

For quality control , we have instruments like Bore
Gauges , Dial Gauges . Dial vernier Gauges Dial

Gauges, Digital vernier carbide ,Slip Gauge,
Hardness tester , Various tool room instruments of

Mitutoyo make which are used to maintain the
required accuracy.

We work on the ideology of Customer First , Our
business policies and strategies are formed in

accordance with the Customer -First approach .
We understand it as our responsibility to help guide
our customer right. we bridge the gap between what

the customer wants and what they actually need 
We have a team of well trained and qualified

technicians . This allow us to offer an in house ability
to customize requirements to the last microns . This
ensures that  expectations and requirements are met.

ABOUT US 

OUR VISION

QUALITY ASSURANCE 

Customer focus
CUSTOMER FOCUS



With good experience, Sawhney
Engineering Company can be safely
counted as top master gauges
manufacturers in India. 
We have expertise in special purpose
gauges, plug gauges, ring gauges, control
gauges, height gauges, snap gauges, hub
gauges, depth gauges, P.C.D gauges etc. 
We are known to manufacture high
quality gauges using our expertise. Our
skilled team is capable of undertaking
and delivering all gauges related projects
within the specified timelines. 

We are an award winning fixture
manufacturer in India. 

We design and manufacture .OD Profile
Checking Fixtures, Bore Checking

Fixtures, Calibration Checking Fixtures,
Height Checking Fixtures, Holding
Fixtures, Sensor Holding Fixtures,

Circlip profile and Seat Fixture, Depth
Checking Fixture,etc. We can engineer
all type of Fixtures Our fixtures have
been known to reduce manufacturing

costs owing to their accuracy, durability
and quality.

 

 We are a leading Precision

Components Manufacturers and

suppliers in India. We create

Precision component Tools to exact

specifications. Our team is fully

equipped to take custom jobs for

those specialized cases like making

a Spindle, &  production assembly .

We manufacture all types of Shafts
to be used is machines. Size,

quantity, quality and complexity of
the product will never be an issue

for our skilled product engineering
team. Our USP is to deliver

finished shafts of top quality not
just limited to manufacturing as
per specifications but extends to

feedback pertaining to metallurgy,
design, concepts and much more.
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Plot no. 4 , Punjab Oil Expeller Compound  Meerut Road.Ghaziabad ,201003, (UP) INDIA.

 

9810877174,9910177174.

 

0120-2705174,4277174

 

support@sawhneyengineering.com , info@sawhneyengineering.com

 

 
Follow us....

www.sawhneyengineering.com

 


